Extreme Earth
Spring 2018
We’re investing everything that’s extreme with planet Earth!
 FOUR (or more)
tasks to be
completed this
term.
 Tasks need to be
handed in on
one of the four
allocated dates
(see below).
 Your child is
welcome to do
more than four
tasks, but each
task must be to
a high standard.
Any questions please ask.

Verbal
I enjoy reading, writing
and speaking.

Mathematical
I enjoy working with
numbers and science.

Collect and research
information about a
‘famous’ woman. Collect lots
of notes to be able to write a
biography about her in class.

Create a poster to explain
how to solve multiplication
problems.

Research information about
the Winter Olympics.

Research and find extreme
facts about the extreme
places on Earth, e.g. the
hottest place, the coldest
place, the deepest place, the
highest place etc….

Create an information page
about the Winter Olympics.

Visual
I enjoy painting,
drawing and
visualising.
Create a poster with the title
of ‘EXTREME EARTH’!

Find an image of a fossil.
Draw a picture of your fossil
and write a few sentences
explaining what it is and
where it was found.

Kinaesthetic
I enjoy creating.

Make an ice sculpture.

Design and make a display to
show/explain the process of
evaporation and
condensation.

Musical
I enjoy making and
listening to music.
Compose a piece of music
that makes you think of an
exploding volcano.
Record it, or video it, or be
prepared to perform it to the
class.
Imagine that you are living
(surviving) in Antarctica.
Write a rap about living in
Antarctica.

Remember to hear your child(ren) read as much as possible, ideally every day, and then record it in their Reading Diary.
Please work on faster recall of times tables and related division facts.
Please work on spellings from the spelling list(s).
This term there will be 4 allocated dates to bring in any homework projects:
Wednesday 24th January
Wednesday 21st February

Wednesday 7th February
Wednesday 14th March

